Mystim presents

Pubic Enemy No 1
the electrosex cock cage
Mömbris, August 2013. With the Pubic Enemy No 1, Mystim releases their first ever cock
cage with electrosex function, strengthening their leading role in the field of e-stim
development.
The fall of 2013 will see one product launch at Mystim chasing the next, with more than one sensation to come. The
honour of the kick-off goes to one of these firsts: Mystim’s brand new chastity set with conductive capability Pubic
Enemy No 1 closes a gaping hole in the entire electrosex toy range of the continuously growing market.
The Pubic Enemy No 1 features the excellent manufacture and the elegant and minimalist design that sets Mystim’s
product lines apart. He consists of a black clasp and a transparent cage with a silver crest on the back of its shaft.
Inside the cage, two conductive planes account for the e-stim functionality; the planes can, however, be readily
removed and re-placed for easy maintenance.
Via spacers, the length can be regulated in four steps to insure that the chastity cage will certainly fit any man’s
member. The build is designed for hassle-free handling: With few intuitive steps, the object in question is cuffed and
secured and just as handily released.
In terms of value for money, the chaste newcomer in the Mystim range outstrips comparable products of other
manufacturers: “The Pubic Enemy No 1 is priced notably lower than products of similarly high quality that don’t offer
electrostimulation”, says Christoph Hofmann, CEO of Mystim GmbH. “That makes our new cock cage interesting not
only for e-stim enthusiasts and those who already respond to this kind of play, but also for clients well outside the
electrosex market who are simply looking for an appealing premium chastity set. And you never know: The Pubic
Enemy may just be what spikes their interest and has them acquire the taste”.
The Pubic Enemy No 1 comes in an elegant hardcover zipper case with plenty of room for discretely storing the toy and
it’s many accessories: Each set includes not only the cage and conductive planes but also the matching 2 mm electrode
cable to connect it to Mystim’s e-stim devices as well as a comprehensive instruction manual in seven languages.
A fitting metal padlock with the Mystim crest engraved, and a set of five one-way seals make sure that there is no
unscheduled breaking out of the Pubic Enemy. And for any forgetful sub, a stack of name signs that can be clipped into
the cage’s mount are a handy reminder of whom exactly the cage’s contents belong to.
Available from October 2013.
Pre-orders accepted as of now at hallo@mystim.com

In short:
Pubic Enemy No 1
bipolar cock cage in black and see-through with chrome-plated crest inlayed into the shaft
with removable conductive planes
length adjustable in 4 steps and diameter adjustable in six steps from 38 to 55 mm
connectable to all customary devices via 2 mm junction
with 1 engraved metal padlock with 2 keys, 5 one-way seals and 10 name signs
including electrode cable for Mystim e-stim devices
with comprehensive instruction manual in German, English, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch and Russian
in hardcover zipper case
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